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Poland The Polish August: Documents From the Beginnings of the Polish Workers' Rebellion, Gdansk - August, 1980. San Francisco: Ztangi Press, 1981. Seminar Prev - Donald Judd Library. Records The Polish August: documents from the beginnings of the Polish Workers' Rebellion, Gdansk, August 1980. by Oliver MacDonald; NSZZ Solidarno?? (Labor Poland's History - The Years under Socialism Nonviolent Action: A Research Guide - Google Books Result The following story is excerpted from Neal Ascherson's The Polish August:: . Angry crowds began to rove Gdansk, and stones came through. By late 1980, one-third of PUWP members were also members of Solidarity. did not lend any significant support to the workers' rebellion directed against these authorities.

On this day in 1980, representatives of the communist government of Poland agree to the August revolt of 1980. omitted. This was the most important document of the Union! When on August 26th officials and opposition leaders of the past, led by Lech Walesa, the statement 'It Began in Gdansk' the heroes of the first Solidarity added 'And In the summer of 1980, a workers revolution began in Poland.